4 – Have Faith in the USA
As within, so without. Just as the cerebrum correlates primarily with the power of faith, so does
the United States of America portray faith in the Christ body of man on Earth. The USA serves
as the foundation or prototype of the New JerUSAlem or I Am Nation, which is based upon faith
in universal principles and truths, including free will (liberty), equality, oneness, justice for all,
and the pursuit of happiness.
In its land mass, the continental United States incorporates former areas of Atlantis and
Lemuria. The east coast of the USA relates to Atlantis, whereas the west coast picks up threads
from Lemuria. These two sides of the United States are like the two hemispheres of the
cerebrum. The right cerebral hemisphere is the principal site for feminine, soul, subconscious
functions; the left cerebral hemisphere, for conscious, analytical and masculine aspects of mind.
In similar fashion, the USA’s east coast relates principally to the world’s Western Hemisphere
and its conscious, masculine orientation; the west coast interconnects with the Eastern
Hemisphere and its subconscious, intuitive, feminine emphasis.
In the USA, a minimum of 12,000 light workers must be so infused with faith that they uplift all
USA citizens into I Am or spiritual awareness. In turn, their light radiates to people in other
countries in the East and the West.
The initial solution to the world’s financial crisis rests in the cerebrums of the 12,000 faith
workers in the USA. Their faith in God, their perception that Spirit is the one source of our
supply, and their belief that are all to benefit from God’s abundance will see humanity through
its dark night of crucifixion into a new era or age of global prosperity, peace and love.
VISUALIZATION: See yourself in the center of the USA. Surround yourself in a pyramid of
Christ light. Rise into the capstone of the pyramid, which is the cerebrum of your light body. Be
filled with the faith of God.
Perceive your pyramid expanding until it covers the entire United States, with each pyramidal
corner located approximately at one of the four corners of the country. In the capstone of the
pyramid, perceive your oneness with Sananda-Jesus and other ascended masters in the etheric
realms, as well as with angelic guardians.
Peer down on the United States. Perceive tiny, flickering lights throughout the country. Each
light is one of a minimum of 12,000 elect in the USA. These I Am Nation citizens may be known
or unknown to you. They are of every race, religion, gender, age, ethnic group, profession and
political viewpoint. Although they may call the twelve powers by different names, they use them
to the best of their ability to love God and to love one another. In so doing, they form an invisible
yet powerful circuitry or force field of growing Christ light, life and love.
Perceive royal blue light shining ever brighter in each of these 12,000 elect who make up the
“tribe” of faith in the USA. Call them forth, encourage them, love them. One with them, be the
rock of faith that spiritually awakens all in the USA.
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